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R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S
FOREWORD

The one dominating idea back of "Union Special" is to build the best industrial sewing machines in the world. Our new line of high speed hosiery seamers Class 41300 is a pronounced achievement along these lines.

All parts are made to gauges with exceedingly close limits. The machines are provided with an automatic spray oiling system insuring an adequate supply of oil to all bearings.

It is our constant aim to furnish carefully prepared information that will enable the customer to secure all possible economies and advantages from the use of Union Specials. On the pages which follow will be found instructions for installing and operating Styles 41300 E, 41300 T, 41300 U, 41300 V, and 41300 W.

Additional catalogs, containing information relative to these machines, and which will be furnished on request, are listed below:

- Catalog No. 73 M, Illustrations and descriptions of the parts for Styles 41300 E, 41300 T, 41300 U, 41300 V, 41300 W
- Catalog No. 29 Third Edition, List of miscellaneous accessories and transmitter parts.
- Catalog No. 45, Needle Manual
- Form 357, Engineering Department Adjusting Instructions, specify the style of machines for which the adjusting instructions are required.

In all manufacturing centers will be found Union Special representatives, who will cooperate with those who desire in planning and estimating their requirements.

UNION SPECIAL MACHINE COMPANY
Engineering Department
Fig. 1
Installation of Class 41300 machine with Union Special Transmitter No. 29636 AA.
INSTALLING

GENERAL PLAN

Fig. 1 shows the general plan of installation where the Union Special Transmitter No. 23636 AA is employed. The direction the machine runs is also indicated. Installations with "Electro Drive", a self-contained electric transmitter, and installations on American Safety Tables are substantially the same.

READY TO OPERATE

Before shipment, each machine is thoroughly run in, accurately adjusted, and carefully inspected. This is evidenced by the test sample left in the machine. Packed by skilled hands, they arrive at their destination ready for service.

CAUTION

Carefully note the threading of the machine when taken from the shipping box. Do not withdraw the threads. The operator can use the threads advantageously by tying the ends and drawing the new thread into the machine. It will do no harm to turn the machine pulley one or two revolutions, provided it is turned in the indicated direction.

TABLES

Any sewing machine table of ordinary construction can be used. If a new table is to be erected, a height of twenty-nine inches will be found best suited for operators of average size. New, blank table tops No. 21371 BT, made of maple, can be promptly furnished. They are 16 inches wide, 1 3/4 inches thick, are made in 42, 48, 54 or 60 inch lengths and are suitable for installations with Union Special Transmitter or "Electro Drive".

BELTS

A 1 inch flat belt for driving the transmitter and a 1/4 inch round belt for driving the machine are recommended. It is preferable to run the flat belt on the small cone of the transmitter driven pulley.

SPEED AND PULLEY DIAMETERS

The recommended speed is 4000 R.P.M. Speed variations are secured by using varying sizes of line shaft pulleys, "Electro Drive" pulleys and American Safety Table Transmitter pulleys. Working diameters of the various pulleys are: Machine pulley 2 3/8 inches; transmitter driving pulley 7 inches; transmitter driven pulley, small cone, 3 3/4 inches, large cone 5 3/4 inches. Line shaft pulleys are made in diameters of 6, 8, 9 1/2, 10, 10 1/2, 11, 11 1/2, 12, 12 1/2, 13, 13 1/2, 14, 14 1/2 and 15 inches.
SPEED AND PULLEY DIAMETERS (Continued)

"Electro Drive" pulleys are furnished in 1/4 inch sizes ranging from 1 3/4 inches to 6 1/2 inches working diameters, both inclusive.

American Safety Table transmitter pulleys are furnished in 1/2 inch sizes ranging from 6 inches to 10 1/2 inches working diameters, both inclusive.

UNION SPECIAL TRANSMITTER DRIVE

To find the required diameter of the line shaft pulley "A" to produce the required speed on the sewing machine (see diagram) when the R.P.M. of the line shaft and diameters of pulleys "B", "C", and "D" are known, allowing 6% for the inevitable belt slippage:

RULE

The required diameter of the line shaft pulley "A" equals the required speed of the machine, times the diameter of the machine pulley "D", times the diameter of the transmitter driven pulley "B", divided by the diameter of the transmitter driving pulley "C", times the R.P.M. of the line shaft, times 94%.

EXAMPLE

4000 R.P.M. equals required speed of machine
2 1/4 inches equals diameter of machine pulley "D" (driven pulley)
3 3/4 inches equals diameter of transmitter pulley "B" (driven pulley)
7 inches equals diameter of transmitter pulley "C" (driving pulley)
475 R.P.M. equals speed of line shaft
94% equals belt efficiency (6% allowance for slippage)

Then the required diameter of the line shaft pulley "A" is:

\[
\frac{4000 \times 2.25 \times 3.75}{7 \times 475 \times 0.94} \text{ equals } 10 \text{ inches}
\]

"ELECTRO DRIVE" AND AMERICAN SAFETY TABLE DRIVE

To find the required diameter of the driving pulleys to produce the required speed on the sewing machine when the R.P.M. of the driving pulleys and diameter of the machine
INSTALLING

"ELECTRO DRIVE" AND AMERICAN SAFETY TABLE DRIVE (Cont'd)

The required diameter of the driving pulley equals the required speed of the machine times the diameter of the machine pulley divided by the product of the driving pulley R.P.M. times 97%.

EXAMPLE

4000 R.P.M. equals required speed of machine
2 1/4 inches equals diameter of machine pulley
3500 R.P.M. equals speed of driving pulley
97% equals belt efficiency (3% allowance for slippage)

Then the required diameter of the driving pulley is:

\[
\frac{4000 \times 2 1/4}{3500 \times .97} \text{ equals } 2 3/4 \text{ inches}
\]

UNION SPECIAL TRANSMITTER AND MACHINE

Paper template PL108 is furnished for locating the slot for the belt, the hole for fastening the machine to the table, the one bolt hole for the front right hole in the Union Special transmitter plate, the three holes for the "Electro Drive", hole for knee press chain, the two holes for the rubber mounting isolators, pilot holes for the thread stand base No. 21104 A, and pilot holes for feed cup separating lever.

Place the template in position on the table and mark the location of the various holes required for the machine and transmitter. Bore these holes. It is not necessary to cut a slot for the belt as a 1 inch hole will be equally satisfactory. If the line shaft rotates reversely to the direction the machine runs, bore the belt holes for a cross belt.

Insert the machine locating pins in the isolators with the rounded end up and place the isolators in the board. Tear the cloth backing from the gasket and press the adhesive side on the table board locating from the pins in the isolators.

Insert the 1/4 inch bolt from the top of the table. Place the front right-hand hole of the transmitter over the bolt and tighten securely. This will be sufficient to hold it temporarily.

The transmitter is equipped with a pivoted frame for regulating the tension on the flat belt. To secure the benefit of this feature swing the frame 1/2 inch out of
INSTALLING

UNION SPECIAL TRANSMITTER AND MACHINE (Cont'd.)

the vertical and toward the line shaft by loosening the rear belt adjusting screw, and tightening the front one. Fasten the lock nuts securely to maintain the adjustment.

Place the pulley on the line shaft. Tighten sufficiently to bind, allowing for susceptibility of movement. Measure the length of flat belt required to go around the line shaft pulley and the transmitter pulley. Cut the belt 1 1/4 inches short. This will give ample tension without readjusting the transmitter frame. Place the belt around the line shaft and abut the ends on the cone. Drive in the malleable iron belt lacing No. 21350. See that the lacing conforms to the curvature of the cone and that the teeth are well clinched. Turn the pulleys by hand to note whether the belt runs true. Should it fail to ride the crowns evenly, the error may be rectified by turning the transmitter and laterally moving the line shaft pulley as required. Once set correctly, the transmitter should be permanently secured to the table by placing screws in the remaining holes. Tighten the line shaft pulley securely.

Place the machine in position and fasten with the machine mounting screw No. 105. Use the large metal washer No. 21353 A. Use both felt washers if the table top is approximately 1 3/4 inches thick and one felt washer if the table top is approximately 2 3/4 inches thick. Tighten this screw so that the felt washer used single is compressed approximately 1/16 inch and each felt washer used double is compressed approximately 1/16 inch. Any substantial variation from this adjustment will tend to produce more noise. A locking screw "B", shown in Figs. 2 and 5 of the threading diagram furnished with the machine, with a brass pin bearing against the machine mounting screw is provided to maintain the adjustment.

Measure the length of round belt required to go around the transmitter pulley and machine pulley. Cut the belt 1 inch short and fasten with belt hook No. 21351 B. The transmitter treadle should be located as shown in PL103. The pitman rod should be adjusted in length to give a forward slope to the treadle best suited for the operator. Likewise, the treadle can be located farther to the rear to suit the operator's convenience. The pitman rod need not necessarily hang in a vertical position.

CUP OPERATING TREADLE

This is a device for opening the feed cups. It consists of a small treadle secured to the floor at the left of, and even with the transmitter treadle. A chain connects the treadle to a lever which is secured to the under side of the table board at the front edge. Another chain is used to
INSTALLING

CUP OPERATING TREADLE (Cont'd.)
connect the lever with the feed cup separating rod. The purpose of this lever is to make it easier for the operator to open the feed cups.

DRESS GUARD
Secure the dress guard to the under side of the table, directly in front of the transmitter pulleys. A space of one inch between them is desirable.

"ELECTRO DRIVE" AND AMERICAN SAFETY TABLE
The installation of the machine with "Electro Drive" or on American Safety Table is the same as with Union Special Transmitter. The location of the "Electro Drive" holes is shown on the template.

CAUTION
Before operating by power, put the required amount of oil in the reservoir. See directions on the can of oil No. 28604 G furnished.

OPERATING

SIMPLICITY
Inexperienced operators quickly adapt themselves to Union Specials. Obviously, practice will increase proficiency in threading the machine, and handling the work.

OILING
These machines are provided with an automatic spray oiling system, insuring an adequate supply of oil to all bearings. The oil reservoir is drained prior to shipment. A can of oil No. 28604 G is furnished with each machine. See directions on can.

To secure the best results use an S.A.E. 10 W oil. A heavier oil will not spray properly, and a lighter oil may leak at the bearings. On the right side of the machine will be found a sight oil gauge that shows the volume of oil in the reservoir. When the oil level in the gauge reaches 1/16 inch above the bottom of the visible portion of the glass tube, the reservoir should be refilled so that there is only a slight space between the oil level and top of the visible portion of the glass tube. Remove the large plug screw "A" shown on the left side of the machine in threading diagram enclosed with machine. Pour the oil in this hole. A tin funnel or one made of heavy paper will be helpful for filling the oil reservoir. Replace plug screw. Don't tip the machine on its side. Refilling will not be necessary oftener than once a month. The original supply with occasional
OPERATING

OILING (Sont’d.)
refilling will last an indefinite period.

CAUTION
Should the oil level disappear from the gauge, stop the machine immediately and refill the reservoir.
Clean the inside of the glass tube occasionally to remove any discoloration so that oil level will always be visible.

SETTING THE NEEDLE
The needle has a short groove and a long groove. Insert it as far into the needle bar as it will go with the short groove up and turned a trifle to the left. Then tighten the needle clamp screw. Use needle Type 155 A.

THREADING
Fig. 1 shows the general thread stand arrangement. Fig. 2, 3, 4 of threading diagram No. PL173 show the threading of the two thread machines. Fig. 6 of the threading diagram No. PL207 shows the threading of the three thread machines using thread ratio control.
Prior to the exhaustion of the thread on a given cone, tie the end to the thread from a new cone and draw the new thread into the machine.
When threading a two thread machine each thread must be passed through its tension discs so that it is drawn against the post, but under no circumstances should it be turned completely around the post. If the tension exerts a strain on the thread beyond its strength, open the tension discs slightly. Threading of two thread machines is shown on threading diagram No. PL173 furnished with the machine.
When threading a three thread machine, equipped with thread ratio control, each thread must be passed through its tension disc and then on to the ratio control. Each thread should be wound around the thread rollers five times for nylon thread and decreased to four when using cotton thread for the most satisfactory results. Thread tweezer, No. 113 B furnished, can be used advantageously. Threading of three thread machines with thread ratio control is shown in threading diagram No. PL207 furnished with the machine. Detailed information on the threading and component parts of the thread ratio control is given on diagrams Nos. PL212 and PL223 furnished with the machine.

TO COMMENCE SEWING
There should be about two and one-half inches of thread beyond the eyes of the needle and loopers before commencing to sew. Carry the threads to the left and place them in the angle of the feed cups. The machine will commence sewing.
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TO COMMENCE SEWING (Cont'd.)
without any fabric between the feed cups.

CAUTION
Do not pull on the stitches while the machine is in motion without material between the cups. The machine should shed the stitches from the stitch tongue unaided by the operator; otherwise the threads will become snarled and trouble will result.

SUGGESTIONS
If a machine fails to work satisfactorily, though apparently in good repair, it is possible that some minor trouble exists. For this reason, delay may be avoided by acting on the following suggestions:
(1) Note carefully whether the machine is threaded as instructed, especially at the tensions. Remove any lint which may have accumulated.
(2) Examine the needle and note if it is set with the short groove up, that the groove is turned a trifle to the left, and the needle is inserted in the needle bar as far as possible.
(3) Remove the needle and note whether it is straight. The best possible test is to roll it on a perfectly flat surface; the point should roll true.
(4) Remove all the threads from the machine, and carefully rethread it, as shown in its threading diagram.
(5) Clean the machine thoroughly, particularly at the tensions. Try a new needle.